
Props

Best props for escape rooms 



Sliding door

Decorative door

of 2-moving parts.

Releases smoke 

during opening

Door-scissors

Decorative door.

It opens in the manner 

of scissors. Under the 

door there is a ladder 

that unfolds in front 

of the players, 

inviting them to the 

next room.

Life size alien

Life-size alien, 

breathing. In the 

story after studying 

his blood, players can 

create an antivirus to 

save him and their 

lives



Aquarium

Decorative aquarium may 
be one of the puzzles, 

containing a secret 
compartment with a key.

Camera-recorder

Decorative 
camera, to create 
atmosphere in the

secret room

Wooden stand with discs

A wooden stand, 
covered with plexiglass + 

60 signed disks, with a 
diagram of their 

placement inside the 
stand (part of the logical 

riddle)



Spanker and Boot

Decorative elements 
for the mini-game 
"Stripper": whip

and boot

Leather masks

Fake booth with bdsm-
masks. In the dog mask 

there is a key that opens 
the handcuffs with a lock 

for the cross

BDSM elements

Decorative 
stand with spankers, as well 

as decorative collars and 
handcuffs, creating an 

atmosphere in the escape 
room.



Cupboard with

weapons

Decorative cabinet 

with a grid and

two guns inside

Cages for test 

subjects

Cages in which test 

subjects are kept, 

according to the plot 

of the game. Some of 

them have traces of 

escape.

Bollards

Bollards standing 

along the walls, 

inside which will 

be built in another 

devices.



Door

Gaming door with 

digital display

Lamps

Lamps under the ceiling and 

on the floor. They have 

protective grids. A 

combination of industrial 

style and sci-fi style. 

The color of the glow 

changes according to the 

scenario of the game.

Doors with 

monitors

Doors with monitors. 

Steel heavy doors, in 

which inspection windows 

were made. Behind them 

are monitors, on which 

the twisted story rolls



Oven

Decorative 
iron stove, to create 

the atmosphere of 
America of the 60s.

Pipe

Iron pipes that run 
from floor to ceiling

Fire shield

Decorative fire
shield



Fire alarm

A real fire alarm 
in retro style.

Medical room

Iron cabinet for storing 
gas cylinders and other 
game props and other 

medical items.

Surgical lamp

Decorative surgical 
lamp



Mask

The skin mask, which
is used to cause 

panic
attacks in the 
mentally ill.

Bookcase

Wardrobe, inside of 
which there are multi-
colored books, taking 
part in solving game 

puzzles

Painting

Paintings , which are 
hanging in the Chief 

Doctor’s room



Window blind

A device whose 
mechanical activation gives 
a clue to the location of a 

hidden
niche, behind a tiled wall

Radiator

Decorative radiator, to 
create a unique

atmospheres

Rack

Rack with jars, in which the 
silicone parts of the body 

are hidden.



Silicone parts of the body 

High quality silicone organs.
Waterproof paint, any body

can be executed.

Crematorium

A sham zone where the
key to the handcuffs and 

one idol for the altar
are hidden 



Statues for the altar

Figures needed to solve 
the riddle with the altar 

in the last room

Master-switch

The master-switch.
Starts a mini-game 

“Simon says”

Dummy

Mannequin on the electric 
chair, turns on at the end 
of the game with special 

effects.



Candles and candle 
holder

The sham candles on the 
stand, covered with wax. 
Absolutely safe to use.

Throne

A real iron throne from the 
movie "Game of thrones". 

Weight 500 kg. It is 
a part of the riddle.

Knight's armor

Real iron knight 
armor, made with maximum

authenticity.



Stand with weapon, shield and helmet

Stand with real weapon,
shield and helmet to create

atmospheres 
Of Middle Ages.

Ancient book on the analo

Ancient book  inside which small 
object can be hidden . The book opens 

after installation on the lectern.



Chest

An enclosed chest 
with a padlock.

Lamp Gargoyle

Wall lamp with a figure of a 
gargoyle. Maybe one of the 

mysteries of the quest.

Prisoners ' cage

Iron cage with shackles 
and bars, adds gloom and 

entourage



Decorative lamp

Decorative 

lamp to for solving

the riddle

Radio

Radio pre-war times 

with built-in prompts.

Archaeologist’s mummy 

Life-size doll, dead 

archaeologist



Sphinx

A real stone statue 

of the Sphinx

The Pantheon Of Egyptian Gods

Nine figurines of Egyptian 

gods and a stand in the

form of a triangle



Statuettes

Mariachi Band. Can be a 

part of the entourage, and 

one of the mysteries. 

Figures set on the table. 

When you turn the heads in 

one direction, one of the 

drawers of the table opens 

Treasure

Iron boxes in which there is 

gold and money bills.

Vault door

High-strength door made of 

alloy steel and corresponds 

to the maximum resistance 

class. A reliable barrier, for 

which money is completely 

safe.



The Statue Of The 
Moon

A large statue of a girl with 
a jug. Can be part of the 
puzzle and drive off to the 
side, opening the doorway.

The Statue Of Sun

A large stone statue of a 
girl holding a glowing circle 

above her head.

Wall lamp

Wall lamps, made in the 
form of torches, create an 

additional entourage.



Wardrobe

A large old wardrobe can 
be both a decorative 

element and a part of the 
mysteries.

Cage

The iron cage, which 
players enter at the 

beginning of the game, is 
divided into two parts.

Rack-door

An old wardrobe filled with 
books can be a part of 
riddles or a decorative 

element



Wall lamp

Decorative luminaire, 
made in the form of a torch

Floor Lamp

Decorative lamp with a 
ball-shaped top

Ceiling chandelier

Chandelier in the old style, 
creates an additional 

entourage


